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Motivation

• Intelligent driving systems require safe and accurate perception of 

the surroundings in dynamically changing environments, most 

heavyweight models that focus primarily on the performance are not 

suitable for practical real-time deployment.

• Most semantic segmentation applications under adverse driving 

conditions, or “unusual road or traffic conditions that were not 

known" as defined by the US Federal Motor Carrier Safety 

Administration [1] (e.g., fog, nighttime, rain, snow), has yet to be 

explored further [2].

• 1.3 million death toll of road traffic crashes every year, and the risk 

of accidents in rainy weather, for example, is 70% higher than in 

normal conditions [3, 4]

Contributions

• We propose an end-to-end doubly (image- and pixel-levels) 

contrastive learning strategy for a lightweight semantic 

segmentation model to eliminate the pre-training stage in the 

conventional contrastive learning approach without requiring a large 

training batch size or a memory bank.

• Our training method achieves 1.34%p increase in mIoU measure 

from the baseline focal loss-only objective with the SwiftNet

architecture (ResNet-18 backbone), running inference at up to 66.7 

FPS in 2048×1024 resolution on a single Nvidia RTX 3080 Mobile 

GPU.

• We verify that replacing image-level supervision with self-

supervision in our supervised contrastive objective achieves 

comparable performance when pre-trained with clear weather 

images.

INTRODUCTION

• Self-supervised Contrast

▪ For a set of 𝑁 randomly sampled image-label pairs {𝑿𝒌, 𝒚𝒌}𝑘=1,…𝑁
and a corresponding multi-viewed set of augmented samples 

from the same sources {෪𝑿𝒌, ෦𝒚𝒌}𝑘=1,…2𝑁, compute a similarity 

score

• Supervised Contrast

▪ Image-level

o More than one sample belonging to each image class label

▪ Pixel-level

o Similar to image-level, but applied to pixel-wise features

PRELIMINARIES

Doubly Contrastive Supervised Semantic Segmentation

• Base model: multi-scale pyramidal encoder followed by up-sampling blocks (SwiftNet)

• Training objective: Segmentation loss + Contrastive Losses(*see Preliminaries)

▪ Applies contrastive objectives in image- and pixel-levels with supervision 

(ground truth weather class and pixel-level semantic labels, respectively)

where

METHODOLOGY

Datasets

• Cityscapes (pre-training)

• Adverse Conditions Dataset with Correspondences (ACDC) 

for training & evaluation

Results

Our approach achieves 1.34%p and 1.33%p increases in mIoU using the 

ResNet-18 and 34, respectively, from the baseline. In addition, we found that 

our method is more advantageous in more adverse conditions like nighttime, 

rain and snow than relatively easier condition like fog. We assume this is 

due to the difficulties where the visibility is limited by the low illumination, 

rain streaks, rain/snow-covered roads, and highly dense fog. Our approach 

corrects false positive predictions observed in the baseline results, and 

results in more consistent predictions of objects of relatively large sizes.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

ABLATION STUDY

For ablation study, we compared our approach on ENet and 

DeepLabV3+ model architectures, which are based on single-scale and 

Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling (ASPP) encoders, respectively. We 

chose these models with a lighter backbone due to the real-time and 

lightweight constraints. From the table, we can see that application to 

ENet shows the self-supervised replacement in our approach performs 

the best, and DeepLabV3+ did not show much improvement. We posit 

that different encoder structures results in more or less discriminative 

features and our approach works best on multi-scale pyramidal type of 

encoder. DeepLabV3+’s ASPP, for example, simply applies different 

kernel-sized convolution operations on one set of features, while 

SwiftNet extracts features in multiple scales sequentially from the start.
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CONCLUSIONS
We proposed an end-to-end doubly contrastive learning approach to 

semantic segmentation for self-driving under adverse weather, 

exploiting image-level labels to semantically correlate RGB images 

taken under various weather conditions and pixel-level labels to obtain 

more semantically meaningful representations. In our method, the two 

supervised contrasts complement each other to effectively improve the 

performance of a lightweight model, without a need for pre-training or a 

memory bank to associate images across various weather conditions 

for global consistency.
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